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'y4s /am now, so you will be' -corrupt, unless...
by Milton Mayer
As you are now, so I once was; as 1 am
now, so you will be. You will be tempted
to smile when 1 tell you that 1 am
middle-aged and corrupt. You should resist
the temptation. Twenty-five years from
now you will be ineluctably middle-aged
and, unless you hear and heed what 1 say
today, just as ineluctably corrupt. You will
not believe me, and you should not,
because what I say at my age should be
unbelievable at yours.
BUT YOU should hear me out because 1
know more than you do in one respect:
you know only what it is to be young,
while 1 know what it is to be both young
and old. in any case, 1 will not lie to you in
order to make you feel good. You will be
old much longer than you are young, and I
would rather that you believed me the
longer time than the shorter.
I tell you today that instantly is not a
moment too soon if you are going to
escape the fate I predict for you and
embody myself. For what was said long
ago is still true, that corruption runs faster
than death and the faster runner overtakes
the slower, it may indeed be too late
already, unless you mend your ways this
least of all likely moments. I once heard
Robert Hutchins tell a graduating class that
they were closer to the truth that day than

they would ever be again. I did not believe
him.
BUT I HAVE seen most of the members
of that class since, and 1 regret to
inform you that Hutchins was right. Mind
you, he did not say that they were close to
the truth, he only said that they would
never be so close again. They had been
taught what right and wrong were and had
not yet had a chance to do what e. e.
cummings calls "up grow and down forget."
If my own history and the history of
the race is instructive, this commencement
is for nearly every last one of you the
commencement of disintegration. A cynic
once said that he would not give a hang for
a man who wasn't a socialist before he was
twenty or who was one after that. I do not
know if socialism is a good ideal, but I
know that it is an ideal and 1 know that the
cynic was confident that you would lose
your ideals.
YOU MAY even have trifled, in your
springtime, with such radical aberrations as
pacifism. But you will soon stop trifling;
and when, at thirty, you have already
begun to wonder, your friends will tell you
that you have mellowed.
All societies are deplorable, and history
indicates that they always will be. You
have lived twenty years in a deplorable
society. You have lived sheltered lives, but

you have had no one to shelter you from
your parents and teachers. Your parents
have done what they could to adjust you
to the deplorable society to which they, as
their advanced age testifies, have successfully adjusted themselves.
WHEN they said you were improving,
they meant that you were getting to be like
them. When they said they hoped you
would keep out of trouble, they meant
that you should not do anything that they
wouldn't do. But some of the things that
they wouldn't do should have been done.
The condition of the society to which they
have accommodated their lives is the proof
of their criminal negligence.
Your teachers have been no better, and
no worse an influence on you, than your
parents. They may have had higher ideals;
it takes higher ideals to teach children than
to have them. But your teachers' survival
(like your parents') testifies to their adjustability. They have done as they were told,
and in a deplorable society there are some
things that men are told to do that no man
should do.
A HIGH-SCHOOL teacher in California
told me that not one of his colleagues
wanted to take the anti-Communist oath
required of teachers in that state, and
neither did he; but every one of them took
it in order to hold his job and escape the

national black list. As they are now, so you
will be.
Like your teachers and your parents
before you, you will be told to do bad
things in order to hold your job. In college
you may have quit the campus daily or
defied the old fraternity on principle. It
will be harder to quit the metropolitan
daily or defy the old country on principle;
it will be easier to forget the principle. And
if, in addition to holding your job, you
want to be promoted, you will think of
bad things to do on your own.
AND YOU will have good reasons for
doing them. You will have wives (at least
one apiece) and children to maintain. You
will have a home and mortgage to enlarge.
And life insurance, purchased against the
certainty of death, dread of which in turn
adds preciousness to staying alive at any
price. And neighbors who are having their
children's teeth straightened.
Your dentists' bills alone will corrupt
you. You will have doctors' bills to pay,
and they will increase as you grow older,
becoming extremely heavy when you are
moribund and powerless to earn money.
You will have lusts, as you have now, to
gratify, but the lusts you have now are
relatively inexpensive and they will give
way to more expensive if less gratifying
lusts.
continued on page 2 column I
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Presidents discuss issues
facing area colleges today

Area college presidents discuss problems and alternatives in higher education on a program seen last Tuesday
on WGVC-TV. Seated 1. to r. are Arend Lubbers of Grand Valley State Colleges, Gordon VanWylen of Hope
College, Moderator Gerald Elliot, Norbert Hruby of Aquinas College, and William Spoelhof of Calvin College.

Custodians complain

Kletz debris clutters D WCC
It appears that an addiction to
caffeine on the part of Hope
students and faculty is creating a
growing maintenance problem in
the Dewitt Cultural Center.
GEORGE RALPH, associate
professor of theater, told members of the Administrative Affairs
Board last Thursday that failure
to return food and drink utensils
to the Kletz area has resulted in
numerous complaints from the
building's janitorial staff.
Ralph, who serves as chairman
for both the theater department
and the AdAB, complained that
the problem was especially "frustrating" for his department and
"has existed ever since the DWCC
was constructed."
HE EMPHASIZED that coffee
mugs and other litter left in
DWCC conference rooms plague
numerous departmental and committee meetings as well as classes.
Other board members pointed
out that the second floor seminar
rooms are frequently used by students late in the evening after
they have been cleaned. This
means that several morning classes
are conducted in littered rooms.
RALPH BLAMED the litter
problem on the DWCCs varied
uses. "The problem is that the

building serves two separate purposes-lounging and teaching," he
explained.
The recent disappearance of
wastebaskets
throughout
the
DWCC has contributed to the
maintenance problem. Ralph attributes the container rip-off to
various Pull and Nykerk festivities.
AMONG THE solutions to the
problem suggested by the Board
was the hiring of a special custodian to "police" certain areas of
the building and discourage littering. The Board also considered
placing "no litter" signs throughout the building.
Dave Vanderwel, director of
student activities, expressed a fear
that the DWCC would be forced
to sacrifice some of its atmosphere if too severe measures were
taken. "We want the building to
remain a casual, relaxing place,"
he explained.
STUDENT BOARD member
Dan Dethmers agreed with Vanderwel and added, "Maybe signs
aren't the best way. We need to
appeal to the student's concern
and say more than just 'don't do
this.' "
The Board decided to follow
Dean of Students Robert De-

Young's recommendation that the
issue be discussed at the next
faculty meeting Oct. 29.
IN OTHER action, the board
considered its proposal regarding
the granting of credit based on
prior teaching experience towards
the probationary period before
tenure. The suggested revision
would affect only future members
of the Hope faculty.
The present policy states if a
faculty member has taught at an
institution prior to coming to
Hope, up to three years of his
previous teaching experience can
be, but are not necessarily applied
against the seven year maximum
probationary period.
THE BOARD'S proposal outlines the conditions under which
such credit will be granted. Specifically, the teaching experience
must have been at a four-year
institution at the rank of assistant
professor or above.
Copies of the proposed revision
have been sent to all faculty members as well as to members of the
Professional Interest Committee.
Ralph announced that final
voting on the revision will take
place at the Board's Nov. 1 meeting.

Viewers who preferred to miss
the weekly Hawaii Five-0 adventure and tune in to WGVC-TV last
Tuesday night was area college
presidents discuss the student
mood on campus, alternatives in
higher education, and the future
of cooperation among area public
and private colleges.
PARTICIPATING in the program entitled "Today's College:
The Presidents Speak," were Presidents Gordon VanWylen, Arend
Lubbers of Grand Valley State
Colleges, Norbert Hruby of Aquinas College, and William Spoelhof
of Calvin College.
The program began with a discussion of student attitudes and
their change from the '60's. Lubbers said, "The causes for violence, namely the Vietnam War,
are winding down. Though we
have seen few protests lately, this
is not a time of apathy but a new
time of seriousness."
SPOELHOF observed that a
more introspective mood exists on
the campus today. "I notice a
resurgence of spiritual expression
and a more intensive search for
values," he said.
VanWylen
also noted
the
changing mood on campus and
sees positive aspects which evolve
from the new introspection. He
stated, "Students have a willingness to tackle basic questions. It is
wholesome to see students honestly face personal issues."
HRUBY offered a partial explanation for attitudes on campus
today. "Students are disenchanted
with their elders' institutions. This
may just be adolescent cynicism."
He continued, "The new generation is exploited by commercial
interests and resented by their
parents as having more but not
earning it."
A new attitude toward education and learning is taking place,
according to Lubbers. He said,
"People aren't getting educational
credentials for credentials' sake.
They want the education.'"
VANWYLEN pursued the notion of new attitudes shaping our
society. "We are in a transition
point in our history. We cannot go
on with an economy of abundance. Problems are not solved by
protest, but by our intellectual
abilities and our working together
corporately," he said.
The presidents agreed that
some people in the 18-22-year-old

age bracket are not ready for
college or still very unsure of their
vocational future.
TO HELP such students, VanWylen suggested, "Each institution should offer a variety of
experiences. A liberal arts education can offer a variety of opportunities and in being exposed to
these, he can find his own niche."
THEY also discussed the idea
that higher education should be
available to older adults as well as
to the 18-22 year-olds. Lubbers
stated, "Some people are ready
for college at age 18 and some are
not. College should not just be an
18-22-year-old program."
Hruby said, "It is a fallacy that
education ends with adolescence.
We should serve the older adult
clientele-the educational process
never ends." He added, "Presently, half of our student body is
composed of adults older than the
conventional college age bracket.
Within ten years, there will be
twice as many older adults as
18-22-year-olds at Aquinas," he
predicted.
LUBBERS said, "We should
institute programs which would
enable people to change careers in
their middle ages. For example,
after raising children, women may
want to return to college. He
continued, "There is an increasing
market for re-education."
Lubbers also discussed other
alternatives needed in higher education. "Increasing percentages of
people will be going to college. We
need to provide different styles of
education so the individual can
work effectively in his own way,"
he said.
Other higher educational alternatives include more cooperative
programs among colleges. Lubbers
cited present successful programs
that exist between Grand Valley
and Calvin. Spoelhof said, "I am a
firm believer in cooperation with
other colleges as long as the colleges involved maintain their own
identity and distinctiveness."
HRUBY AGREED with the
concept of inter-collegiate cooperative programs and also stressed
the need for "a home base as we
live in a rootless society."
VanWylen stated, "There are
two basic goals of a cooperative
arrangement. First, it can make
the institution stronger and secondly, we can better accomplish
some goals collectively."
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'Dictates of society will not serve you'—Mayer
continued from page 1
YOU WILL have worthy philanthropies to support and the
respect of people whose respect
depends on your supporting those
philanthropies. You will have an
automobile
(if
you
are so
wretched as to be a one-car family), and you might as well turn it
in every year because the new
model will be so revolutionary
that it will depreciate the old one
to the point where there's no
point in keeping it.
Some of the things you will be
expected to do (or will expect
yourself to do) for the sake of
your wife and children, your community, your health, or your
burial are bad things. You will
have to have good reasons for
doing them and, thanks to your
education, you will have them.
The trouble with education is that
it teaches you rhetoric while you
are young.
WHEN, FOR rhetorical purposes, you embrace the doctrine
of the lesser evil, you ignore its
fatal flaw of present certainty and
future contingency; being young,
you think you will live forever, so
that you may do bad things today
in order to do good things tomorrow.
But today is certain, tomorrow
contingent; and this night an old
man's soul may be required of
him. When you are old, and too
tired to embrace doctrines for
rhetorical purposes, you will find
that the doctrine of the lesser evil
has embraced you and destroyed
you. You protest my melancholy
prediction, but the Great Actuarial Table
is against you.
Twenty-five years from now nine
out of ten of you (or all ten) will
tolerate an existence which, if you
could foresee it now, you would
call intolerable.
IF SUCH an existence has any
virtue at all, it has only one: it
will give you a wistful old age.
You will look back to your springtime, fifty years gone, and say,
"Those were the days." And you
will be right.
The only thing that will save
you from wistfulness is the one
talent whose lack now redeems
you - the talent for self-deception. You won't even know that
you are corrupt. You will be no
worse than your neighbors, and
you will be sure to have some that
you won't be as bad as. You will
have friends who praise in you the
characteristics you have in common with them. They will persuade you that there is nothing
wrong with either hoarding or
squandering as much money as
you can get legally.
AND IF, some sudden night,
you go berserk and bawl out that
life is a sell, they will put you to
bed with the assurance that you
will be all right in the morning.
And you will be. Worse than being

corrupt, you will be contented in
your corruption.
Twenty-five years from now
you will celebrate your twentieth
wedding anniversary. Because you
love your wife - still more if you
don't - you will want to celebrate
it in style. You will reserve a
window table for two at the
choicest restaurant in town, and
the champagne bucket will be at
the table when you arrive. You
will not be the cynosure of all
eyes, but you will think you are.
The head waiter (or maitre de, as
he is known here) will address you
by name.
AS YOUR eye travels down
the menu it will be distracted by
something outside the window;
which will prove to be a hungry
man. What will you do? Do you
know what you will do then,
twenty-five years from now? You
will call the maitre de and tell him
to have the drapes pulled, and he
will tell the waiter, and he will tell
the bus boy, who will do it.
Your table, even before you
have ordered, will be laden with
rolls and crackers (of several sorts)
and butter pats on butter plates.
Hungry, and a little nervous, as
you should be, you will break up
a roll and butter it and eat it as
you wait for your wife to make
up her confounded mind.
THE WAITER will ask you if
you want the champagne poured,
and you will say yes; and he will
open it with a pop which beneath
the dinner din, will be unheard by
the rest of the diners (but you
won't know that). Thirsty, and a
little nervous still, you will sip
your glass, forgetting to toast
your wife, and resume your study
of the menu. And then, for the
first time, you will see, in fine
italic print at the bottom, the
words "The Management reserves
the right to refuse service to anyone." And then you will know
(for you will be an educated man)
that you are sitting in a Jim Crow
restaurant - that being the meaning of the words "The Management, etc."
Now the country in which you
were raised calls itself a Christian
country, and the parents who
raised you up called themselves
Christian people, and the church
whose vestry has just elected you
calls itself a Christian church, and
you call yourself a Christian. Jim
Crowism is un-Christian. It is also
un-American, and you call yourself an American. What will you
do? What will you do then,
twenty-five years from now?
THE CHAMPAGNE is open
and sipped. The roll is buttered,
half-eaten. Will you get up from
the table and tell your wife to get
up and tell her why, and tell the
waiter and the maitre de, and
maybe the management, that you
are leaving the restaurant and
why, and pay for the champagne
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and the rolls and the butter pats
and, if necessary, for the dinner,
but refuse to eat there?
Or will you pretend, as the
management (by printing the
notice in fine italic type) intended
you to pretend, that you did not
see the notice. You will stay at
the table and order your dinner
and eat it.
YOU WILL have been measured for corruption and found to
fit. You may be the man who
raised the flag on Iwo Jima - a
hero abroad but not at home,
where it's harder to be a hero. At
Iwo Jima you had either to raise
the flag or drop it. It was publicly
shameful to drop it. But the night
of your anniversary dinner it
would have been publicly shameful to raise the flag by leaving the
restaurant. And public shame was
what you could not bear, either at
Iwo Jima or in the restaurant.
There are a lot of involuntary,
non-voluntary or reflexive heroes.
1 am one myself. I do not doubt
that I would have raised the flag
at Iwo Jima rather than let it drop
in public. But 1 was the man who
took his wife to dinner at the Jim
Crow restaurant.
BELIEVE ME, there is no contradiction between the corruption
which will consume you, day by
day, in the face of unpopularity
or public shame and the heroism
of the moment accompanied by
public praise. And when you have
been measured often enough and
long enough for corruption, you
will like what you see in the
mirror. 1 don't mean that you
won't continue to have good impulses. You will.
But you will have persuasive
reasons for suppressing them.
From time to time, as the vestige
of your springtime idealism stirs
you, you will want to do the right
thing. But you will have to put off
doing it until you have buried
your father, and then your
mother, your brother, your children, and your grandchildren.
You may live to be very old, but
you will not outlive the last descendant for whose sake you will
suppress your good impulses.
WHAT LIFE did to me, because there was no one to tell me
what I am telling you now, it will
do to you if you do not at once
adopt Phncipiis obsca as your
motto and spurn every other.
"Resist
the
beginnings."
At
twenty I was what you are; I had
had all the middle-class care that a
middle-class society and a middleclass home could provide.
My parents wanted me to have
what they took to be advantages,
and I had them. But my advantages were of no use to me at all
when life came down on me, as it
will upon you, like a ton of
bricks. I had studied morality, just
as you have, but it was the easy
morality designed to sustain my
character in an easy world.
I WOULD not steal another
man's watch unless my children
were starving, and my children
would never be starving. Nor will
yours if, with what your parents
call your advantages, you do as
you are told and get to the top.
The reason your children will not
be starving is that you will have
been corrupted.
Your corruption will save you
from having to decide whether to
steal another man's watch. I was
prepared, like you, to be a hero
the instant heroism was required
of me. I saw myself at Iwo Jima,
at Gettysburg, at Concord.
BUT I did not see myself at
home, so weakened by the corrosive years ahead that I would
not be able to stand up on my
hind legs and say no when I had
to do it alone. Never knowing as you do not know - that my
needs would be limitless, I never
imagined that my surrender would
be complete.
My education prepared me to
say no to my enemies. It did not
prepare me to say no to my
friends, still less to myself, to my
own limitless need f o r a little
more status, a little more security,
and a little more of the immediate
pleasure that status and security
provide. Corruption is accompanied by immediate pleasure.
WHEN YOU feel good, you are
probably, if not necessarily, doing
bad. But happiness is activity in

accordance with virtue, and the
practice of virtue is painful. The
pursuit of happiness requires a
man to undertake suffering. Your
intelligence, or your psychiatrist's,
will tell you whether you are
suffering for the right reason. But
it will not move you to undertake
the suffering.
God is «aiu to come to us in
little tlungs. The Devil is no fool,
he comes that way too. The devil
has only one objective, and if he
can persuade you to justify your
derelictions by saying " I ' m only
human," he has achieved it. He
will have got you to deny the
Christ within you, and that is all
he wants.
IF YOU ARE only human you
are his. The Devil will keep you
quiet when you ought to talk by
reminding you that nobody asked
you to say anything. He will keep
you in your chair when you ought
to get up and out by reminding
you that you love your wife and
it's your twentieth anniversary.
He will give you the oath to take
and say, "As long as you're loyal,
why not say so?"
He will tell you that the beggar
outside the restaurant would only
spend the money on whiskey. The
Devil has come to me in little
things for twenty-five years - and
now 1 say and do the things in
which, when he first began coming, he had to instruct me.
I TELL YOU that you are in
mortal jeopardy today, and anyone who tells you differently is
selling you to the Devil. It is
written on Plato's ring that it is
easier to form good habits than to
break bad ones. Your habits are
not yet fully formed. You are, in
one measure still, only potentially
corrupt.
Life will actualize and habitualize every bit of your corruptibility. If you do not begin to
cultivate the habit of heroism
today - bad habits are formed by
acts - you never will. You may
delude yourselves, as I did, by
setting about to change the world.
BUT FOR all that you do or
do not do, you will leave the
world, as 1 do, no better than you
found it and yourselves considerably worse. For the world will
change you faster, more easily,
and more durably than you will

change it. If you undertake only
to keep the world from changing
you - not to lick 'em but to avoid
joining 'em - you will have your
hands full.
Other, more agreeable commencement orators have warned
you of life's pitfalls. I tell you
that you are marked for them. I
believe you will not escape them
because I see nothing in your
environment that has prepared
you even to recognize them.
YOUR ELDERS tell you to
compare yourselves with the Russians and see how much worse the
Russians are; this is not the way
to prepare you to recognize pitfalls.
Your elders tell you to be
technologists because the Russians
are technologists and your country is technologically backward;
this is no way to prepare you to
recognize pitfalls. You are marked
for the pit. The Great Actuarial
Table is against you.
WHAT YOU need (and the
Russians with you) is neither
phariaism nor technology. What
you need is what the psalmist
knew he needed - a heart, not a
head, of wisdom. What you need
is what Bismarck said was the
only thing the Germans needed civilian courage. I do not know
where you will get it.
If I did, I would get it myself.
You were divinely endowed to
know right and to do right, and
you have before you, in the tradition of your country and of human history, the vision to help
you if you will turn to it. But no
one will compel you to turn to it,
and no one can.
THE DICTATES of your society, of any society, will not
serve you. They are the dictates
that corrupted your parents and
your teachers. If Socrates did not
know where virtue came from and he didn't - neither do 1. He
pursued it earlier and harder than
anyone else and concluded that it
was the gift of God.
In despair of your parents and
your society, of your teachers and
your studies, of your neighbors
and your friends, above all of
your fallen nature and the Old
Adam in you, I bespeak for you
the gift of God.

Boulton, six students
attend D.C. conference
Six students and Dr. Wayne
Boulton, assistant professor of religion, will attend the Pacem in
Terris III (Peace on Earth) conference in Washington, D.C. during
the week of Oct. 9-15.
The international convocation
will consider new opportunities
for the foreign policy of the
United States and is sponsored by
the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions.
Students attending will be
Rudy Broekhuis, Chad Busk, Deborah Gordon, Todd Oleson, Gene
Sutton and Terry Robinson.
The first Pacem in Terris was
convened in 1965 to respond to
and perpetuate the Easter Encyclical of Pope John XXIII.
Participants in the conference
will include Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger, Alabama Governor George Wallace, Senator
Sam Ervin, the Rev. Theodore
Hesburgh, president of Notre
Dame university, and former Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford.
The students will use material
gathered at the conference to aid
them in preparing for a debate on
"Christians, U.S. Foreign Policy,

and
Two
their
pus
later

the Middle East Conflict."
of the students will speak on
personal reactions to a cammeeting of religion majors
this month.

Theater season
to open Thursday
with Italian farce
The Servant of Two Masters by
Carlo Goldoni, an Italian farce in
the tradition of Commedia dell
'Arte, will open the theater season
Thursday evening.
The story concerns the zany
servant Truffaldino's attempt at
serving two masters at the same
time.
Student tickets are available,
upon presentation of I.D., for one
dollar. All seats are reserved. Faculty and staff should turn in their
discount purchases before opening
night.
Dates of performance are Oct.
18-20 and 24-27. Tickets are available at the theater ticket office,
open 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Saturday.

Dave's Marathon
OFFERS 5% DISCOUNT TO ALL
HOPE STUDENTS ON PARTS AND LABOR FOR
ALL REPAIRS.
Winterize your car now
!
Corner 16th and Central

Phone 392-9306
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Costs $500,000

City plans pollution control
by Dave DeKok
Holland
Superintendent
of
Public Works Ronald Rainson
unveiled plans last week for a
unique half-million dollar air pollution control system to be installed at the city power plant.
THE SYSTEM will utilize
chemical by-products produced at
the city's waste treatment plant to
remove sulfur dioxide and ash
particles from gases emited by the
power plant boilers into the atmosphere and reduce costs for
both systems.
Holland's air pollution problem
is similar to that of many municipalities. The city's power plant
burns high sulfur coal in its two
main boilers and this coal gives off
sulfur dioxide, which smells like
rotten eggs, and ash particles in
amounts which are unacceptable
to state and federal authorities.
RAINSON STATED that 1975
federal standards call for the use
of 2.8 percent sulfur coal by
power plants, which would cost
the Holland Board of Public
Works an extra $2.5 million per
year unless measures were taken
to clean up the emissions given off
by the coal presently used.
"One of the two main boilers
presently has an electrostatic precipitator, which removes ash particles but not sulfur dioxide," he
emphasized. "We could have installed one of these on the other
boiler but we still would have had
to burn a better grade coal by
1975."
INSTEAD, Rainson said, the
BPW finally settled upon a version
of the scrubber system, which
uses a calcium solution to neutralize the sulfur dioxide in the boiler
emissions into a precipitable substance which can then be removed
from the water.
"What
makes our system
unique is that we pipe the calcium
solution directly from the city
waste treatment plant. The solution is what remains after the
phosphates are removed from the
waste water. Holland is the first
city in the nation to use this
money-saving combination."
"THE HOLLAND waste treatment plant is one of the few in
the nation that removes all phosphates from its waste water. If
any phosphates remained, they
would interact with the sulfur
dioxide to form a corrosive substance and eventually the power
plant's smokestacks would be lying in the street," he said.

If the city were to buy the
chemicals to operate the scrubber
system from a private firm, the
cost would be around $150,000
per year, Rainson added. The
BPW will pay the waste treatment
plant about $50,000 per year for
the calcium solution. The waste
treatment plant now runs in the
red due to the high cost of the
phosphate removal process.
RAINSON ALSO emphasized
that Holland went to the state
with its anti-pollution plan voluntarily, and not under threat of
lawsuit. "We knew the air was
dirty and we wanted to clean it
up," he said.
However, when the city presented its plan to state officials, it
was discovered that the state was
in the process of preparing a case
against Holland seeking the removal of ash particles from boiler
emissions. "They had us sign a
consent agreement that the work
would be done in an acceptable
length of time," he noted.

"ALL IN ALL, the state has
been very cooperative and helpful.
They're very interested in our
plan, as is the Environmental Protection Agency in Washington,"
Rainson said. The EPA is presently considering possible methods of
giving the city a grant to complete
the system.
The BPW is not receiving any
revenue sharing funds from Holland City Council to finance the
project, Rainson
stated.
All
money for the half-million dollar
project will come from the money
consumers pay for their electricity. "The city would rather spend
the revenue sharing money on
planting trees," he declared.
If for some reason Rainson's
plan does not w o r k - t h o u g h he
insists it is virtually a certainty-the
city power plant would be forced
to burn the more expensive low
sulfur coal until a better method
becomes available.
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GONE WITH THE WIND?—A solution to Hollands air pollution is on
the way as plans for cleaning the air with a unique system of using
chemical wastes for filtering will soon be installed.

New Elton John album termed his best
Editor's note: This week's anchor
record review is written by senior
G. M. Thompson. He reviews

Good-bye

Yellow

Brick road,

a

new double album by Elton John
on MCA records.

"Hey Wiz, have you seen this?"
DOROTHY carefully pushed
open the double doors so as not
to disturb the cigarette holder
between her fingers. Her hips
moved distinctly in her tight dress
as she moved toward the control
booth that still had some dog's
teeth marks on the curtain. In her
hand she had a square object.
"Do not disturb the Great and
Powerful Oz!" a voice boomed.
"But Wiz, this is about us."
THE CURTAIN slid to one
side as an aged man emerged from
the booth. It had been a long time
since Dorothy and the others had
first appeared. They all figured
they had been forgotten. But they
hadn't. This proved it.
"A record album?" the Wizard
puzzled. He took it from her
hand. "Goodbye
Yellow Brickroad. Elton John." He moved
toward the recently installed turntable and put it on.
THE SPEAKERS that once
scared the Cowardly Lion now
boomed an instrumental that

opens side one, record one of this
two-record set. Called "Funeral
For A Friend," it is John's first
instrumental that travels through
the many musical moods he is apt
to. It leads directly into "Love
Lies Bleeding," a typical yet good
Elton John rock song.
"Candle In the Wind" is a
tribute to Marilyn Monroe and a
fine one at that. Taupin has done
her well with his sensitive lyrics,
complimented by John's music.
"And I would have liked to have
known you/But I was just a kid,/
Your candle burned out long before/Your legend ever did."
THE SIDE closes with "Bennie
And The Jets," probably the offering of the album. It is interesting how they went to great
lengths in the studio to make it
sound like a concert cut, as opposed to the other way around,
which is everybody else's goal.
"Goodbye Yellow Brickroad"
opens side two. Here, Taupin uses
the yellow brickroad as a metaphor to describe the ways of high
society. He is just a country boy
who's fed up with the whole game
and so it's "Goodbye yellow
brickroad/Where the dogs of society howl./You can't plant me in
your penthouse/I'm going back to
my plow."

Thwack is back
by Paul Boddy
The powerful anchor Thwackers routed, crushed
and humiliated a mediocre faculty football team
12-6 Tuesday. The Thwackers' superb defense
didn't allow Ray Smith, a former Ail-American
fullback for UCLA, to gain a single yard rushing or
catch a pass. Holland City Hospital reports that Ray
is resting comfortably.
THE THWACKERS thrilled the spectator with
their dazzling offensive attack. The game-winning
touchdown came when quarterback Mark McLean
threw a perfect pass to Tom O'Brien who made a
circus catch in the end zone. I would have made a
beautiful catch of a McLean pass except that it was
intercepted by Mel Haiju who ran for a lucky
touchdown.
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When asked about his team's spectacular performance, Captain Peter Brown commented, "What do
you want? We're good, they stink." The Thwack is
Back.

ETHNIC EXPERTS were surprised at the football game Saturday when the Alma Scots and the
Flying Dutchmen didn't have a rhubarb over who
would keep the quarter after the coin toss.

A girl in Human Ecology class has problems: she
thinks the Alaskan Pipeline is a northern surfing
spot.

THE KLETZ has been plagued by a rash of
coffee muggings. If any more cups are stolen the
Kletz will make customers drink their coffee
straight from the spigot, water fountain style.
Study tip: Don't get uptight about failing tests.
Consider it a humanitarian gesture. You lower the
curve and help your fellow students get good grades.

JOrtN BRINGS back a touch
of his early composition style in
"This Song Has No Title," which
contains an intricate piano part
backed up by three other keyboard instruments, all played by
John. He goes it alone on this cut
and does very well.
"Gray Seal" is a cut that, for
some reason, they wrote in 1969
and never did till now. There is a
touch of the beat and style of
"Take Me To The Pilot" from his
second album here. Again, John
performs on three instruments.
EVERYONE LAUGHS in surprise when they see "Jamaica
J e r k - O f f on the cover, but it's
really quite innocent. The title
refers to a dance that is supposed
to be the craze in Jamaica. The
song comes complete with congas,
marachas, and a black in the
background (Prince Rhino no less)
shouting "vocal interjections." A
nice number to samba to.
"I've Seen That Movie T o o "
seems like something that would
be played in an expensive nightclub at about 3 a.m. when everyone's gone home except the band
and the couple the song's about.
It's a slow, tired, frustrated, fedup kind of blues beat with John's
lonely piano playing along. The
song closes, very sadly, the love
affair and the side.
JANIS IAN said about a song
she was recording once, "I want
to be able to smell the fish rotting
in the streets." "Sweet Painted
Lady" does sort of the same
thing. A song about a sea-port
whore, it has that French touch,
so to speak, complete with accordian. Taupin has not minced
words here: "And we'll leave the
smell of the sea in your beds/
Where love's just a job and nothing is said."
Danny Bailey must have been a
relatively unknown local gangster
hero. Bailey is preserved in "The
Ballad
of
Danny
Bailey
(1909-34)." Although interesting
in its half-step climb chord progression, the song is not particularly impressive.
"ALL
THE
GIRLS Love
Alice" is the triumph of the album. Combining never-beforeheard guitar effects with an
A.R.P. Synthesizer, John has produced the best hard-rock piece to
come along for many moons. Besides being a superior song, the
lyrics provide a look at the sadness of lesbianism.
"Poor little darling with a chip
out of her heart/It's like acting in
a movie when you've got the
wrong part." In spite of the driving beat (which seems to emphasis
the directionlessness of it all) one
is tempted to feel sorry for Alice.
It is a masterpiece.
SIDE FOUR opens with "Your
Sister Can't Twist (But She Can
Rock and Roll)," a good piece of
driving rock and roll that is too
fast to really dance to and a good
mock on the whole scene. The
backing vocals consist of a threepart harmony that reminds one of

the Beatles version of "Twist And
Shout," the Beach Boys' vocals,
and most everything else one
would find in a golden oldie.
The pace never lets up, for the
boys wait one silent beat and go
right into "Saturday Night's Alright For Fighting," Elton's current single.
"ROY ROGERS" is a very
realistic look at the whole nostalgia syndrome. It's the kind of
song the gang could sit around a
fire and sing, but they won't
because they'll never be that honest about why they watch old
Roy Rogers movies. "The carpet's
all paid for/God bless the T.V./
Let's go shoot a hole in the
moon."
"Social Disease" is a fun look
at the drinker, a good song to
Charleston to. The banjo work
gives it a country taste, but not
too much to make it a country
song.
"HARMONY"
ends
everything, a song about two people
who don't really love each other,
who don't really like each other,
but somehow find comfort in
being together. It gives the album
a sense of walking home down a
semi-lit path after giving a great
performance. And for sure, it has.
Goodbye
Yellow
Brickroad
could easily be Elton John's best
album. He has come up with a
variety of styles and song subjects
that never lag, never disappoint (a
great feat after "Don't Shoot Me,
I'm Only The Piano Player").
JOHN AND HIS band-Davey
Johnson, lead electric and acoustic guitar and banjo/Dee Murray,
bass/Nigel Olsson, drums-have
proved themselves here to be one
of the best bands in any category
of music around today. I would
put Johnson up among Clapton
and the rest. He is (they are all)
that good on this album.
There has been a personnel
shift here that may have something to do with it. Paul Buckmaster, Elton's arranger from the
beginning, is gone. Del Newman
has replaced him and done a tine
job at that. He has a new engineer,
a wise move considering "Piano
Player."
JOHN'S CONSTANTLY varying style, including the six different keyboard instruments he
plays, keep the album a strong
accomplishment from beginning
to end.
"You mean I've been up here
all this time while they've been
listening to that?" Dorothy had
long since dropped her cigarette
holder on the floor. "I gave up
Elton John to sing 'In The Merry
Old Land Of Oz' everyday? I
must be out of my mind!" She
stomped from the room with the
Wizard close behind calling, " D o
you realize what you're saying?"
SHE THOUGHT for a moment
and said, "Yeah, look at the title
of the album," then went to
check on observation balloons
bound for Kansas.
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Of cabbages and kings
WRY

Milton Mayer's commencement
address on page one, and Don Larsen's essay on page five raise some
interesting questions concerning the
nature of perception and the difficulty of virtue in our society.
Conflict over this issue of the
anchor can serve as an example of
the problem, but such an example
will only illuminate the situation, for
the answer has been man's search
throughout history.
Some people will undoubtedly be
disturbed with running Mayer's essay
on the front page. They will question
its relevance to appear in a newsoriented student publication. But

anchor editorial
what is relevance? Is putting a news
story on the discussion of the coffee
cup outrage in the DWCC of interest
or importance to students? Furthermore is the Pull important?
The dictates of what appears in
the paper is controlled by style we
were taught during our apprenticeship and the tradition we are clinging
to. But undoubtedly it is a process of
socialization (here or anywhere) to
which an aspiring pupil asksrtow,but
seldom why.
Can anyone legitimately question
the students' right to read Mayer's
essay? Can anyone doubt its relevance to students? Shouldn't the
anchor address the needs of the
students as well as the events of
peripheral importance, if indeed they
are the least bit important?
So the matter under discussion is
what is relevant, and how is it
determined?
Many will claim the Pull's significance by its importance to many
students. But once again it is the
college's structure and heritage that
give the Pull and other events importance. And it is the college which
dictates to a large extent what students will determine significant. For
instance it is Nykerk which is the
focal point for campus attention,
with little interest centered on the
war in the Middle East.
But Hope College is not the only
party guilty of structuring our perception, and giving us false gods to
worship. Our whole society has been
telling us since our initial breath that
this is right and that is important.
And they have successfully channelled our need for security from the
womb to the structured sheltered
college we all attend.
How can one doubt Mayer's assertion that our post-college days will
merely witness our latching on to a
vocation, a home in suburbia, and an
equally lonely, insecure wife or husband. It is the will of society to
remain economically strong, thus
false gods such as money and status
aid in its perpetuation.
Are we free in even the vaguest
way? How can we be free when we
are slaves and spirited worshippers of
the gods society has formulated. The
law in this country maintains order
through fear and paranoia. The police have never been following the
slogan; to serve, to protect.
They are primarily concerned
with enforcing the prejudices of an
intolerant society. Did you ever stop
and think why you deposit a dime in
the parking meters downtown? Is it
because you want to help support
the cost for the street, or is it
because you fear receiving a ticket
for a dollar?
And if you do receive a ticket,
regardless of whether you are guilty

or not or think it is right or not, you
will pay the dollar, because you fear
the writing on the bottom of the
ticket, "Failure to pay this will result
in a warrant for your arrest." And
what are these laws that the police
seem so righteous about enforcing?
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Ideally they should be fair, for
the individual should be free to act
as he wishes as long as he doesn't
infringe upon the rights of another.
If this is the case, why do we have
marijuana and sex laws? Why do we
build interstate highways for cars
which cater to those wealthy enough
to own cars and travel while we
ignore public transportation?
Realistically speaking, laws are
made by those in power, to maintain
the type of society they cherish.
Marijuana laws are needed because
the substance is dangerous, not to
the individual as science has proven,
but to the fabric of society. Society
cannot tolerate substances that
heighten one's awareness, and helps
them to ask questions about its
constructs.
Thus marijuana is illegal, while
alcohol is embraced for it is truly
"the opiate of the people." So you
are free from the iron hand of the
law to the extent to which you
conform. The more you become a
slave, the more content you are.
And what can be said of a society
which can build the most destructive
war machinery the world has ever
witnessed, and do so in the name of
peace? " I f you want peace vote for
Nixon!" For four years he added
weapons to our arsenal, and supported cutbacks everywhere, that is,
except in defense spending.
And for four years he led the
country in the murder of thousands
of Vietnamese. War for peace? Can it
be justified? Justified murder seems
to be a tool of Nazi Germany and
naive Americans. You disagree? But
can a Christian sanctify killing?
Consider the way we perceive the
world. It is a scientific approach,
namely to observe, predict and control. We distinguish between things
by noting how they are different.
The question is always, "What is
the difference between a tree and a
plant," never "how are they the
same?" We classify, divide and distinguish between objects.
The world is more intelligible,
more easily controlled when we
think in these terms. Driving in a car
we learn to focus our perception at a
spot down the road. We are aware of
and understand merely that distant
image. Our field of vision is ahead of
the road, and never straight down, or
solely to the right or to the left.
Society likewise dictates what
you see when you observe an object
or a event. In this way, communication and socialization is possible. But
we must remain aware that it is
merely arbitrary, not absolute. Other
societies embrace doctrines totally
different from our scientific approach. Thus different people and
different societies will have different
values and perceptions, due to their
divergent beliefs.
The conflict arises when groups or
people become self-righteous and
dogmatic in their arbitrary way of
viewing life. Clearly American society has long been guilty of such an
attitude.
Consequently, relevance is clearly
an individual question, which can
only be answered by affirming or
negating its relevance to you. One
can not speak beyond that confine.
But one should always be aware and
question how and why one perceives
and reacts in a given way.
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Blackout pride
by A r t Buchwald
© 1 9 7 3 , Los Angeles Times Syndicate

The recent decision to eliminate the TV
blackout in cities where professional football is played was a crippling blow to those
of us who believe in the class system in
America.
THIS COUNTRY has very few status
symbols. The one that meant the most to
50,000 of us in Washington, D.C., was that
we could see the h o m e games of the
Redskins, while everyone else was shut out.
Those of us who managed to buy, steal
or beg tickets to the h o m e games were an
elite group of people admired and envied
by neighbors and friends.
ON MONDAY mornings we would
c o m e to work and join the poor peasants
around the drinking fountain who were
discussing the game they had either heard
on the radio or read about in the newspapers.
Casually we would mention we had
been at the game, then in that patronizing
way most season ticket holders have developed, we would give them the highlightsfilling them in on the t o u c h d o w n s , the
disputed plays and, if time permitted, a
description of the half-time show.
I N THE evenings we would call up
relatives who were blacked out and give
them a play-by-play description of the
previous a f t e r n o o n ' s contest. What better
way to get back at a brother-in-law you
didn't like or a father-in-law w h o thought
you weren't good enough to marry his
daughter?
The beauty of being in this upper strata
of American society was that you could
pass on the status t o your children and
their children. Since season seats are held
in perpetuity you were assured that your
family would always be among football's
chosen people.
WHEN T A X I drivers, maitre d'hotels
and waiters found o u t that you had entree
to the home games, they treated you with
respect. Since this country does not bestow

knighthood on its favored citizens, the
only way anyone had of knowing who
rated in our society was through the annual
printed lists of those who were season
ticket holders.
The TV blackout engendered pride in
local neighborhoods. People used to point
out the houses of those who got to see the
home games. In school, children of season
ticket holders were given favored treatment
by the teachers (in hopes that someday a
father might invite the teacher to a game).
T H E R E WAS n o problem with credit if
you could show that you were one of the
honored 50,000 ticket holders. Obviously
anyone who had the clout to see a professional football game at home was a good
risk for any bank or department store.
Don't get the idea it was all peaches and
cream, though. As a season ticket holder
you were obligated to contribute heavily to
charity, u sually to a nun who stood at one
of the main gates of the stadium.
AND YOU WERE expected to appear in
all sorts of weather. As part of the elite
class, you had been an example to the less
fortunate people in the country w h o were
afraid of going out in the rain and the
snow.
Season ticket holders were noted for
their chivalry, good deeds and compassion
for their blacked-out fellow men.
BUT NOW, thanks to a cantankerous
Congress, the ball game is over. With one
stroke of the pen the President of the
United States has wiped out the last vestige
of status in this country.
He has destroyed our finest privileged
class and now made it possible f o r any
T o m , Dick and Harry with a TV set to see
football that heretofore was played only
f o r those few of us who really understood
the game.
Who says socialism hasn't come to
America?
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Editor's note: This week's anchor
essay is an examination of the
three books by Carlos Casteneda
and is written by senior philosophy major Don Larsen.
"Those who speak don't know,
those who know don't speak." I
am speaking. 1 don't know. I
know that 1 don't know. What I
don't know is what I know if I am
to know that I don't know.
WHAT DO I mean by know?
In one usage 1 mean my ability t o
hold something in my hand and t o
revolve it to the tempo of my
mind's cognition. This is the objective knowledge of the scientist.
In another respect though, 1
use the word know to indicate an
experience more akin to holding
an armload of something which I
can not quite decipher. Yet 1
know this in the sense that I can
embrace it. This is the knowledge
of community, the practice of
which being the end of religion.
IN THE BIBLE we read that
there was first the Word. In Genesis we read that by virtue of man's
capacity to name the animal and
trees he is given dominion over
them. Medieval theology continued in this vein indicating that to
the degree to which living beings
were capable of beholding the
light of God's reason, they were
to that extent God-like. A sharp
line distinguished rational man
from the irrational animals and
seemingly insentient plants.
The Enlightenment, saw the
divorce of reason from God. The
behavior of beings in the world
could be accounted for and predicted by means of three general
scientific laws. We today reverently speak of these truths as
scientific law (though the laws are
never finahzed the scientist acts as
though they were. They provide
an operational efficiency, and if it
works, why knock it?)
WHAT IS common to both
forms of knowing is the element
of abstraction. Both the word and
number are essences which we
perceive to be common in different objects. We then label this
identity with a sound, and do so
consistently so that we can communicate with one another.
All concepts indicate a unity.
That unity being either the identity common to a plurality of
things or the expression of a
common function between man
and thing. Both a leaf from a tree
and this porcelain vessel can be
used to hold water so that I can
drink. Both are cups.
ALL CONCEPTS posit a duality. It is only by virtue of my
contrasting the one with the other, light with dark, that 1 can
define either. To utter one word is
to acknowledge its antithesis.
Concepts are divisive.
We acquire concepts by learning to focus. Prior to the acquisition of language, experience might
exist as an uninterrupted flow of
events. Concepts enable us to stop
that flow by focusing on the one,
ignoring the periphery. We do this
by imposing a limit to the depth
and breadth of our field of perception. Words describe those limits or boundaries between one
essential point of focus and another. Language is our perspective.
The Perfect Way is not difficult.
Only it abhors selecting-andchoosing
Let there be neither love nor hate.
And all will be boundless, lucid
blandness.
Sosan
WHEN TRAVELING on a bicycle or in a car, if you look at
the surface of the road immediately beneath you, you see a flowing
stream of li^ht and dark streaks. It
is virtually impossible to examine
a single p e b b l e - t o stop it.
If you then shift your gaze to a
point farther down the road, your
eyes are capable of focusing on a
static unit. You are better able to
steer the car smoothly and with
less wasted motion on account of

t

this. However, you become blinded to what may be immediately
beneath your wheels.
IF YOU FIX your gaze on that
line where the singular flows you
can perceive a very strange effect..
That border may be said to be the
line between future and p a s t - t h e
eternal now. What is flowing isi
unavoidable-inspite of the fact
that it extends in front of you.
What is fixed is the world into**!
which your power has not yet* \ *
penetrated. The self is a field, a '.>*
sphere of influence, not limited to • '
the skin-encapsulated whatever.
We are affected by and affect
within the circle of our active
power.
The bamboo shadows sweep over

•

v ! - v

the stairs.
t.

But the dust remains unstirred;
The moonlight
penetrates
depth of the pool.

the

But the water shows no trace.
author u n k n o w n

There are some interesting derivatives of this notion: One being
that whatever is beyond our power, our field, is incapable of being
affected. This sounds like a tautology and it would be were it not
for the fact that we aspire toward
the future, to what is beyond
reach in our endeavor. But if for
example we are not free now, if
we are not our real selves, when
will we ever be? What more of a
person could we conceivably be in
the future?
PLANTS GROW through
themselves. The leaves of a weed
reveal the dynamic movement
that is taking place in that b e i n g though it appears still as an object. In the very center are young
buds, protected from all variations
in the environment. The leaves
grow larger and turn greener as
you travel from the center outward. The mature are the work
horses-a
deep green. Lying
around the stem are the dead
leaves, decaying and diffused.
This is the process of living beings.
To see this was the intention of
Juan's techniques.

The concepts through which we
will evaluate the "reality" of what
we experience come to prescribe
normal or proper experience rather than describe. To this extent
we wear blinders. For the word is
never one word, it is two. And the
ground of their unity.
MAN CAN SPEAK only one
word at a time. This act is a
evaluative act. In speaking we
order perception and hence the
lives of those we teach. The word
to the medievalist and the number
to the scientist are one word.
Man's word. By virtue of his word
he controls the universal of natural beings-or some of it anyway.
By virtue of the essential word,
man draws a distinction between
himself and the object he is confronted with. That distinction being mediated by the word.
If we endeavored to analyze
any living being by breaking it
down into its smallest units of
meaning, we should still never
understand what makes that being
"tick." Words define by contrast,
hence they divide.
To dissect a butterfly is to kill it. Man can never
again bring it to life.
•

Simply trustDo not the petals flutter down.
Just like that?
zen haiku
Don Juan, the sorcerer with
whom Carlos Casteneda, then a
graduate student in Anthropology, spent ten years as an apprentice, developed techniques for
"seeing" both the flowing and the
static simultaneously. Anything of
importance will happen in the
nebulous grey area between those
realities.
CONCEPTS ARE tools which
enable us to cast the light of past
experience upon our present and
project a shadow into the f u t u r e the shadow being not the darkness
of ignorance, but the intimation
or form of the present.
To be able to see both visions
of reality, one must first relax the
compulsive certainty that characterizes our present commitment.
We are convinced that there can
be but one truth, one Word, one
Light, because we have been baptized and confirmed in one tradition of interpreting the world.

•

•

The teachings of Don Juan
bear a great deal of similarity to
the practice of Zen Buddhism and
Taoism. For this reason, I will use
examples of Buddhist and Taoist
art to try to render Don Juan's
teachings clear.
THE ESSENTIAL e x p f c e n c e
common to both these Eastern
modes and Dort Juan's techniques
is to be found in the phrase
"seeing the world." To see the
world, as contrasted with looking,
one perceives through the abdomen. Doing this we attune ourselves to force rather than stopping at the boundaries of objects
created by words. This experience
simultaneously opens ourselves up
to the world and is our diffusion
throughout the w o r l d - " c o s m o sis."

My robe is all worn out after so
many years' usage.
And parts of it in filreds loosely
hanging have been
blown away to the clouds,
Bokuju
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plates the universe in his leisure.
This is radical ecology.
THE WORLD of nature exists
in a dynamic state of harmonious
tension. There is conflict, the yin
and yang, but always balance.
What we do to one inevitably
comes around and hits us in the
back of the head.
Our present evils are the byproduct ..of yesterday's dreams.
The peyote experience dis- One can't defeat the s h a d o w - t h e
solves our ordinary stream of con- knife pierces both breasts simultascious interpretation by which we neously-both brothers lie dead,
structure the world. It is for this the State buries one with h o n o r reason construed as a threat by the triumph of a mushroom
those who dogmatically assert the cloud.
. truth of one interpretation.
ALL LIVING organisms must
That throughout history in di- eat. To eat we must kill. No
'verse cultures all over the world, beings eats decayed organisms. It
men who have experienced the is here that the scientist turns
'• Godlike being in themselves by either sheepish or tyrannical. Van
means of these and similar drugs Voorst's panacea, the "scientific"
•V.and labeled those drugs the "food method denies the reality of the
of the gods" (ambrosia in Homer) external w o r l d - a s a brother. To
is testimony to our lack of vision. treat the living as nothing other
^ In our culture these drugs are than objects or statistical data is
\ illegal-they constitute a threat. to murder with indifference. This
. Why?
is Van Voorst's return to a sound
THAT LACK of vision and the Biblical faith?
'right we assume in law to punish
To attribute evil to them, is to
all who don't share our bias gives engage oneself in the ceaseless
• us a clear case for illustrating the cycle of eluding or destroying
dilemma of man in our culture one's shadow.
"today. We assert one w o r d - l a w Who will die? And why? The
the objective truth of science-the plants? The trees? Or men? How
statistics of normalcy; in doing do we justify this? Invariably we
. this what do we deny?
deny them, the other, the comAs I said earlier concepts and mies, easterners, as equals-they
• value exist only by contrast. If we are inaminate objects, lesser bedefine the good, we do so in ings in the cosmic hierarchy. And
contradistinction to the evil. If we this is our sin.
identify with the good, we deny
THAT TODAY we thank our
the evil in us. But how could we parents, the grocer, the butcher,
have used that evil as a point of the trucker, the farmer for the
opposition if we had not known it " b e e f on our plate and not the
through our experience? It is u s living cow. That we don't have the
as much as what we like to believe capacity to be deliberate in murit is not us. That we regard it as d e r - a n d
appreciative-knowing
alien, other, a wall, indicates that when we eat a brother, a fellow
we are alienated, split, schizoid. If being, and that one day we will be
you do not acknowledge this right eaten is our ingratitude, our lack
n o w - t h e n you are covertly ack- of humility.
nowledging it.
Or will we be eaten? We hope
PEOPLE SPRAY stuff on their not! We bury ourselves in b o x e s armpits to make them inconspicu- wood for the poor-steel for the
o u s - b u t that act is an implied rich. (Money buys immortality.)
recognition of smelly pits. We are We try to preserve the body with
incessantly
boxing with our make-up and formaldehyde. But
shadow, thinking we can deliver a the worms will get us regardless
decisive blow. But the shadow is how bad we make ourselves taste
as swift and as decisive as we are. and smell. And the cycle will
begin anew.
DEATH IS dissolution-dissiStriking the fly
pating into the entire cosmos.
I hit also
There is death in this life when we
shed an old self like a skin, when
A flowering plant
zen haiku we stop clinging. We today fear
more than anything being lost or.
out of c o n t r o l - i n the dark. We
Are we really the masters of our must always know where we are,
shadow?
but "we cannot find ourselves
It is this cycle of shadow box- until we lose our selves." None of
ing that the East dismisses as us are innocent. We are all innoMaya and illusion. Not the world cent.
of nature, but the world of words
Death, says Don Juan, gives us
and self identity through defini- our best advice. If you look quicktion. Contrary to the facile ren- ly enough, you can see your death
dering of the East drawn by Bob over your left shoulder. He is
Van Voorst two weeks ago in this always an arm's reach away. He
paper, the East, at least Zen and
follows you patiently, as he is in
Taoist schools do not negate the no h u r r y - a n d why should he be,
reality of the natural world.
you will not elude him. Turn to
THE MOST simple examina- your death and ask him for adtion of the art that speaks for vice. He will tell you what is
these religions-and they spoke in important and what is worthless.
poetic metaphor, parable, as Jesus
THE WAY is the synthesis of
self exdid, knowing that the concept is conciousnesses. The
not illuminating-reveals their love changes point of view with what
and unconditional affirmation of
was the alien object and in so
doing sees itself through the oththe world of nature-life.
The essential tenet of Taoism is ers experience. Psychactive drugs
T a o - t h e W a y - t h e natural way. either render this dialogue harmoThe way water flows from the nious or open the "doors of permountains t o the sea, ceaselessly. ception" permitting awareness of
Not stopped by a rock, but flow- a process which was formerly unconscious.
ing around it, embracing it.
Beauty is the harmonious enJ U D O - T H E gentle way. To
provide no solid surface t o bear hancement of experience that octhe blunt of our opponent's blow. curs when our wave field of power
Rather t o evade him and let his is reinforced by the other being.
own momentum (with a little Power is radiated.
This is the most abstract way
pull) carry him t o the floor. In
to
talk about something which is
this way a small man can defeat
itself
the suspension of abstracthe larger. '
This is " n o t doing." Nor pro- t i o n - h e n s e it is useless.
jecting. Not pinning the self down
with words, not doing the world'
Hou wondrously supernatural.
in terms of the self. Man must
learn from the plants and the And how miraculous this!
animals, not merely dominating I draw water, and i carry fuel!
them. He is a part of the universal
Ho koji
system, not an angel who contem-
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Egypt, Syria take calculated risk in Near East
by John Hollenbach
The sudden resumption of major warfare between the Israelis
and the Egyptians and Syrians
apparently took most of the
world by surprise-including the
U.S. government. Perhaps the unstable truce that had existed since
1967 had lulled many into feeling
that both sides had come to see
the waste and inconclusiveness of
the use of force. But, in retrospect, it is easy to recognize that
this period was not one in which
peaceful and friendly relationships
were being established.
THE NOVEMBER 1967 U.N.
Resolution following the June war
t h a t ' h a d been adopted -unanimously was still being talked
about, but no constructive action
had occurred to implement it.
Both sides stuck stubbornly to
their basic premises as to the first
steps that must be taken, and
since these were in conflict, no
compromise had been effected.
Again, in retrospect, it becomes apparent that the tensions
between Israel and its Arab neighbors were as great as ever and that
war might indeed break out again
at almost any time. What was
needed, only, was some severe
crisis event. Perhaps one of the
reasons why many were so surprised at last Saturday's break-out
was that there seemed no striking
crisis event on which to pin the
immediate cause of the war.
THE
BAFFLING question,
then, seems to be, why war at this
particular time? What brought it
on? This question is even more
puzzling than the question of who
started the fighting, even though
both sides, as might be expected,
issued
counter claims. There
seems little doubt, however, if one
examines the reports of the U.N.
observers on the scene, and if one
studies the battle reports and the
geography, that this time the
Egyptian and Syrian forces did
initiate the 8:00 a.m. Saturday
attack.
Assuming, then, that the military action was triggered by the
two Arab countries, the key question, more specifically phrased,
becomes: What reasons and pressures led the governments of
Egypt and Syria to begin military
action at this point in time?
IN THE ABSENCE of a single
trigger-incident or series of escalating incidents that could have
brought the enemies to inevitable
c o n f r o n t a t i o n - a pattern used in
explaining the causes for the June
1967 W a r - I am forced to conclude that the central cause for
this decision was the very deep
resentment and sense of indignity
that had been building up since
the end of the 1967 war, a new
frustration that added to the frustration of every Arab as he considered the longer root of discont e n t - t h e founding of Israel and
the dispossessing of the Palestinian Arabs.
Even those Egyptians and Syrians who had not been enthusiastic supporters of the Palestinian
cause when it concerned only
other Arabs, tended to become
more indignant when it involved
the insulting loss of some of his
country's territory, wrested by
force and, in their eyes, naked
aggression. Furthermore, the indications were becoming ever clearer that the Israelis had more and
more firm designs to keep this
territory and make it part of Israel
proper.
THE MANY JEWISH settlements in the conquered Golan
Heights area, the building of resort hotels all along the gulf of
Aqaba in the Sinai peninsula, the
recent recommendation of Israeli
strong man Moshe Dayan, that
villages and even cities be constructed in central Sinai-all of
these were visible signs that no
return of territory would be forthcoming except by some dramatic
turn of events, involving the use
of force.
The last six years had seen a
spate of thwarted peace moves.
Nothing happened.
Especially
among the younger people and
the military in Egypt and Syria,
this was cause of real d i s c o n t e n t aimed in part at the government
heads. Even though Sadat was
able, some months ago to suppress

*
student and other strikes and protests, the pressure on him to get
off dead center had continued and
could not be indefinitely ignored.
The r e c e n t ' negotiations with
Colonel Khaddafi over the union
of Libya and Egypt served to fan
these flames.
THE HISTORY OF the ArabIsraeli confrontation over the past
25 years has helped to create
several myths, for example the
myth of Israeli invincibility as
soldiers, at least when confronting
Arabs, and the accompanying
myth that the Arab, and especially the Egyptian, temperament is
such that he will speak aggressively but never back it up with
action. This myth has been transferred to the belief that Arab
governments will threaten much
but not take the initiative.
What the present war seems
already to be demonstrating is the
fallacy of these myths, as absolutes. It seems rather that the

Arab leaders have learned by bitter experience and have determined to take the initiative this
time. There is even some indication that in some measure they
did succeed in catching Israel off
guard.
MY THESIS THEN, is that
some time ago the Egyptian and
Syrian heads, perhaps along with
the leaders of several other Arab
states, did decide that the time
was approaching for strong military action, and that they awaited
favorable conditions that would
give them a reasonable chance of
success.
As ope examines the world
scene, iif relation to the Middle
East tensions, October 1973 did
offer some conditions that seemed
unusually favorable to the Arab
leaders. First, there was a growing
readiness on the part of the more
"conservative" Arab states, the
ones with the oil and the ones
with closest ties to the West, to
line up on the Arab side and to
push for Isareli concessions.
ESPECIALLY heartening was
Saudi Arabian Faisal's recent
warning to the U.S. that continuing favorable oil concessions could
not be expected if the U.S. did
not take a more positive role in
resolving the Israeli d i s p u t e - a n d
positive meant more pro-Arab.
Other oil-rich Arab states were
lining up in the same direction.
Libya, of course, was in the
vanguard of those who were talking of using their oil as a political
weapon. This weapon could be a
powerful instrument in blunting
strong U . S . - a n d Western Europ e a n - s u p p o r t of Israel. In view of

the hot and cold waverings in
inter-Arab relationships over the
past years, it is even possible that
the Egyptian-Syrian war council
might have decided to strike while
the Arab countries were at this
moment of unity.
THE CLOSER relationship between Egypt and Libya as they
moved toward union also promised financial undergirding of the
Arab military move that would be
very essential, especially if Russia,
in pursuit of its detente with the
U.S. and its move to reestablish
diplomatic relations with Israel,
would no longer be trusted as a
constant partner and financial angel. V
This growing confidence in the
unity of purpose of Arab countries vis-a-vis Israel may help to
explain the very recent patching
up of the quarrel between Jordan
and the other Arab countries.
Faced with the probability or
even the revelation of the military
plan for Arab liberation, in his
recent trip to Cairo, Hussein was
in no position to remain too
intransigent in his dealings with
the Palestinian Liberation Movement.
AS USUAL, Hussein and his
Jordan have had the most excruciating decisions to make in the
last few days of all the Arab
countries whose support has been
solicited.
Another favorable condition,
in Arab eyes, was the present
mood of the U . S . - b o t h in government circles and among the peop l e - t o w a r d new military involvement. Watergate, the state of the
economy and increasing public

awareness of the implications of
the Middle East for the long term
energy crisis, and the recent action of Congress in attempting to
force significant reduction of
overseas European-based troops
all indicated that President Nixon
would have difficulty in taking
vigorous pro-Israeli action.
FURTHERMORE, Arab observers have concluded that the
people of the U.S. were no longer
so monolithic in their support of
the Israeli cause. Public discussions on U.S. Middle Eastern policies have been increasing and
questioning of U.S. policies more
openly expressed.
Kissinger's appointment was
somewhat disturbing in that he
was a Jew, but his recent emphasis
on new peace moves in the Middle
East was another heatening signal
that the U.S. was reassessing its
position and perhaps was more
than ever nervous about antagonizing the Arab countries further.
IN GENERAL, TOO, the countries of Western Europe, led by
France, had been inching more
and more toward the Arab position. The action of Chancellor
Kresky of Austria last week in
closing down the Jewish refugee
center probably occurred after the
basic military decision of the Arab
countries had been made,,but it
must have been an additional welcome sign.
These then were some of the
favorable conditions, and the internal pressures, that may have
helped make the Arab leaders,
already committed to a war of
liberation and return, decide to
strike at this particular time.

Even-handed policy needed

Mid East: 'blessed are the peacemakers'
by Renze Hoeksema
The Arabs have been unable to
bring about a favorable decision
against Israel by military force.
They have been, since 1948, when
Israel came into existence, casting
about for something to equate
with military victory.
IN 1948-49 there was no doubt
in the Arab mind that the founding of Israel had to be prevented
by military means. The Israelis in
turn felt they had to preserve
their new state by military means.
The verdict of battle went badly
for the Arabs.
The Israelis had experienced
combat in the Middle East during
the Second World War and they
had purchased arms, sometimes
by subterfuge, prior to their independence. Also the Arabs always
tended to underestimate Israel's
organizational ability in diplomatic, financial, and military
fields. Israel, as its first national
lesson, got more territory by force
of arms.
DEFEAT CAUSED a great deal
of self analysis in the Arab countries, and defeated nations always
have the longest memories. Coup
followed coup in the Middle East
as new national leaders followed
old national leaders into oblivion,
as economic and military strength
to resist Israel was sought.
Almost any frustrated nation,
if it cannot win a war, will try
"pin prick" operations. One might
wonder if this is not escapism.
Suppose bases are blown up. Suppose people are frightened. These
kind of operations are not going
to make Israel disappear. Whether
we like it or not, there are very
few substitutes for military means
to win battles.
PRIOR TO 1956 Egypt's Nasser obtained arms from the Soviet
Union, but in 1956 during the
Suez crisis the battle went just as
badly for the Arabs. The 1967
conflict was an even clearer case
of Arab defeat, since more Arab
nations were involved; technically
there was a unified command, and
the British and French were not
involved as they had been in
1956.
Again guerrilla tactics were
substituted for armed conflict.
The real futility of Arab guerrilla
tactics have been laid bare since
1967. Taking place in Frankfurt,
Athens, and Munich they do not
hit Israel directly. Trying to blow

up an Israeli airline ticket office
to end tourism to Israel will perhaps result in a loss to Israel of 15
to 30 million dollars.
DOES ANYONE think Israel,
because of this, will give up the
Sinai Peninsula? Engaging in activity outside of Israel does not
build the infrastructure needed to
support a guerrilla organization
inside Israel, the country the
Arabs want to hurt.
The guerrillas have, instead of
training and engaging in attacks
on Israel, tended to terrorize Jordan, Lebanon, and most recently
Syria, to the point that the guerrillas are no longer welcome.
FINALLY, the terrain of the
Middle East is not suitable for
guerrilla operations. Air superiority changes b o r d e r s - n o t guerrilla
effort.
There is, on the part of the
Arabs, an overdrawing of Israel as
a colonial territory. There is a
profound difference between the
war against Israel and the war
against the French in Algeria. The
difference means that the standard "War of Liberation," conducted by guerrillas inside a country, will not be effective against
Israel
THE ISRAELIS, unlike the
French in Algeria, have no place
to which to withdraw. The Israelis
are not emissaries of a foreign
power, except in rhetoric, and it is
important not to be taken in by
one's own propaganda, as Vietnam should have taught we Americans.
Israel's military strategy has
been good, at least until the current conflict. However, Israel's
aim must be peace. Israel cannot
live in a permanent state of warfare. Israel must and should have
compromised with the Arabs. The
Israelis, like the Arabs in their

guerrilla efforts, seem to have lost
the connection between politics
and military means.
THE UNITED STATES should
have made the connection between politics and military means
much more real to Israel. We have
used valuable time in getting out
of Vietnam, a year and one-half in
a presidential election-in which
winning the Jewish vote in New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago and
Los Angeles was all i m p o r t a n t and now it is the "Year of Europe."
All of these are more or less
important, but it is unfortunate
that we seem incapable of handling more than one major problem at a time. Every major policy
change must, it seems, be forced
into the lap of the President-who
is always running for election
somewhere, on something.
THE ARABS have been frustrated over a long period as the
above indicates. Frustrated people
sometimes do not act in their own
best interests. Last week it seemed
that we were making progress
toward peace. The USSR had
withdrawn from Egypt and Syria.
Egypt had just signed a $350
million pipeline construction contract with an American firm.
Egypt, Syria, Jordan and Saudi
Arabia had banded together apparently in opposition to the
more radical Colonel Qadaffi of
Libya. Conservative King Faisal of
Saudi Arabia is one of our best
friends in the Middle East. Egypt's
Sadat is impressive and pragmatic.
And, Henry Kissinger was talking
with all parties at the United
Nations in an effort to start negotiations.
WERE THE Arabs merely using these negotiations and an apparently more reasonable attitude
to cover their preparations for an
attack? Certainly "dirty pool"
should not be a private preserve of
Israel, as long as military victory is
the only means of change in the
Middle East.
In the past two years, 75,000
Jews have passed through Austria
alone, and many of them are
being settled on the land taken by
Israel in the 1967 war. In the year
ahead another 35,000 to 40,000
are expec ted.
WITH THIS occurring and the
Soviet Union and the United
States tacitly agreeing not to become involved in conflict in the
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Middle East the Arab States may
have felt they had to act to avoid
Israel's solidifying its position in
the occupied lands.
The current Arab attack may
also be seen as an effort to force
the United States and the Soviet
Union to impose a Middle East
settlement that would compel the
Israelis to withdraw from all of
the territory occupied in 1967.
IN THIS VIEW the attack is a
political/military gamble to force
the super powers to imposing a
solution rather than recessitating
the Arabs dealing with Israel, who
still wants to capitalize on its
1967 victory.
If neither the United States nor
the Soviet Union are willing to
exert pressure on their respective
clients, only a slightly changed
status quo might result from this
conflict and others in the Middle
East in the near future. It is
possible to imagine a disagreeable,
protracted, and fairly stable situation. But the prize for both the
USSR and the US is influence in
the Arab world, not in Israel.
THE ARABS have 15 United
Nations
votes,
one-half
the
world's oil supply, and strategic
territory. Our support of Israel
drives all of these toward the
USSR.
Israel only has present military
superiority, which is hated and
can hardly be used by the United
States to punish anyone or fight
for the United States. Israel is not
impressive in the contest for advantage in the Middle East. Israel
is not impressive t o the Arabs.
Israel may be impressive to the
Americans but she cannot help
the Americans. We ought therefore to try to be more even
handed.
THE CURRENT conflict can
only make peace making more
difficult, unless we are ready to
impose a solution. Israel will now
be able to cite chapter and verse
why she needs defense in d e p t h all the way to the Suez Canal. Can
anyone now imagine Israel freely
giving up the Golan Heights or
Sharm el Sheikh on the Gulf of
Aqaba, both reasonably defensible
positions-except,
of
course,
through force of arms?
The life of a peace-maker is
seldom a happy one, but it might
have been happier if we had
moved faster to pressure Israel to
be more forthcoming.
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Dutchmen beat Alma,
Sanders stars in upset
by Chris Liggett
The Flying Dutchmen put
everything together for 60 minutes to annihilate defending
MIAA co-champion Alma 21-7.
Three touchdowns in ten minutes,
plus a defense that gave only
inches at a try, were all that Hope
needed for the victory.
THE RUNNING of Ed Sanders
and Chuck Brooks led Hope to a
season high 433 yards total o f - .
fense, and collected 24 first
downs. Alma was limited to just
67 yards rushing and had to abandon their ground game, picking up
133 yards in the air.
Sanders was named MIAA back
of the week after running for 212
yards in 34 carries. This was the
fourth game in a row that he has
gained over a hundred yards rushing. Brooks carried the ball 21
times and tallied an additional
110 yards for the Dutch.
THE GAME looked like it was
going to become a contest to see
who could punt the ball the farthest, until the Hope offense exploded. Freshman Rick McClouth
received an Alma punt early in the
second quarter and proceeded to
run it 52 yards upfield to the
Alma 33 yard line. Four plays
later QB Bob Carlson threw a
21-yard pass to wingback Gary
Constant for the first touchdown
of the game.
The next time Hope had the
ball Carlson once again found
Constant in the open and hit him
on the Alma 20. Constant then
went on to outsprint the Alma
defenders for Hope's second TD.

HOPE'S FINAL touchdown
came the next time Hope had
possession of the ball. A 12play sustained drive from the
Dutch 30 resulted in a two-yard
plunge by Sanders for the last
Hope score. Bob Miller was good
on all three extra point attempts.
A superb performance was
turned in by the defense. Anchored by the defensive line, only
nine yards rushing was given to
Alma in the first half. Much of
Alma's passing attack was nullified by good protection in the
secondary and a strong rush by
the line.
ALMA WAS able to cross the
mid-field strip only once, and this
happened in their drive to score
their only touchdown of the
game. Any chances of repeating
the shutout victory against Alma
in 1949 were ended when the
Scots scored with 34 seconds left
in the game.
There was more good news for
the Dutch as the JV team defeated the Lakers of Grand Valley
17-2. Starting the second half
behind 2-0, sophomore Dave Batts
intercepted a Laker's pass to set
up a three-yard run by Quarterback Max Glupker for the TD.
Louie Ten Haven ran 52 yards a
few plays later for Hope's final
touchdown. Jeff Stewart was impressive in kicking two extra
points and a 21-yard field goal.
This, defeat of Grand Valley
ended the JV season, and gave
Hope a record of 2-0.

Women hockiers top Calvin,
shut out against Kalamazoo
Hope's "jockettes" played two
field hockey matches this past
week and came out of it with a
1-1 record. Kalamazoo beat the
Dutch 2-0, while Calvin went
down in defeat 1-0.
Hope dominated play in their
encounter with Kalamazoo. Attacking the goalie for the first -15
minutes of play, Hope could not
get a goal in the net. Kazoo then
broke through the defense on a
power play and scored the first
goal of the game.
Hope managed a rally after the
second Kalamazoo goal, but could
not score.

Harriers run over
Bulldogs, capture
first five places
On a hot, humid afternoon
Hope's harriers Tuesday stomped
Adrian 15-49. (Low score wins in
a cross-country match, and a perfect score is 15-50.)
Hope swept the first five places
in the meet. Phil Ceeley led Glenn
Powers, Stewart Scholl, Marty
Stark and Kim Spalsbury to the
victory. The winning time was
26:50.
This win over Adrian left Hope
with a r e c c d of 2-0 in the MIAA,
and a share of first place. The
next meet for Hope's runners will
be at Albion on Oct. 20, during
their football halftime.

Hope's JV team beat Kazoo's
second team that afternoon by a
score of 1-0. Barb Tread well accounted for the only point in the
game.
On Tuesday Hope achieved
their first victory of the year by
defeating Calvin 1-0. A first-half
power play ended in a goal by
Anne Dimitri. Goalie Sally Brennan played a great game as she
fended off many shots on goal by
Calvin. Captain Kitty Gustin
played an impressive game at her
wing position while setting up the
offensive attack.

We're looking for
BANJO and
PIANO PLAYERS
. . . for Sing-a-long
$6.00 per hr.
FRI.and SAT.
EVENINGS
9 'til 1
Apply at...
VILLAGE INN
. PIZZA
934 S. Washington
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TEN YARDS AND A CLOUD OF DUST—Tailback Ed Sanders on his way to amassing 212 yards in last
Saturday's 21-7 rout of Alma.

sports

The happy harrier
by Chris Liggett
I, like most people, enjoy watching a sport in
progress. Being able to relate to what the athlete is
going through on the field, an empathy for him
arises. For most participants the game is the thing
and practice is a necessary evil by which one gets in
shape.
RUNNING BEFORE the season starts is something every jock has to go through or else rigor
mortis sets in 27 minutes after the first practice has
been completed. So why would anyone in their
right mind want to run upwards of 15 miles a
day in preparing to compete in a sport that involves
a race lasting a distance of five miles, and covers
some rough terrain?
This question arises whenever talk of distance
men, i.e., cross-country runners, is brought up. What
is it that compels them to run all year round? They
get no real recognition for their efforts and there is
no great glory in winning a race.
Everyone is aware of how the football team
stands, or what the prospects are for the basketball
squad. But how many of these faithful followers are
aware that Hope is in contention for their second
league championship in three years?
"YOU HAVE to be a little crazy," was what
Coach Bill Vanderbilt had to say about the distance
runner. Vanderbilt feels that a pure love of the sport
is what keeps his team running. Unlike other sports
where mistakes can be covered by the play of
teammates, once the clock starts in a cross-country
race, the runner cannot fake anything.
Health and fitness plays a key role in the reasons
why a distance runner runs as much as he does. But
this is only a minor reason for many of the team
members. The aesthetic experience that goes along
with the running more than makes up for the pain
in going through a 15 mile workout.
IMAGINE IT. A bright October day, and you
take off with a bunch of friends to go to Port
Sheldon running. The leaves are changing color, the
breeze is blowing in your face, everything seems
worthwhile. Hope's team hardly ever runs the same
work-out twice. They may run on the beach
Monday and on Tuesday, run down the plush
surface of a golf course.
And think about the time that can be put to a
dual purpose. While putting your body in shape,
your mind is still at work, and you are able to think
many things through without any distractions.
EVEN WITHOUT the recognition that goes along
with other sports, there is a great deal of personal
satisfaction in beating your opponent. For the
runner, winning the race is not the only thing. For

no matter how well you do, the clock is still beating
you. Even placing tenth, you can be pleased with
your performance if the tenth place time is better
than anything you have done previously.
This year's cross-country team is exceptional.
This is the first year that there has not been one
"super-star" on the team. Each member is strong
and there is good depth. Barring unforeseen injuries,
the team should run away with the conference title.

AFTER THREE years of sparse playing Ed (Bug)
Sanders has finally got a starting berth on the
football team. After playing offensive center all
through high school, Sanders came to Hope to play
the same position. However, the coaches noticed
that he was the fastest member of the squad and
began the creation of a running back.
Sander's first showing was last season as he ran
back the opening kick-off of the first game. Almost
breaking loose for a TD, Sanders showed the
developing form that is being exhibited this year.
After his performance of 212 yards rushing in
last Saturday's game with Alma, Bug is currently
ahead of Bob Lamer's record-setting pace of last
year. If Bug can continue running as he is, this will
be the third time the Hope rushing record has been
broken in as many years.
•

Chuck Brooks is running better than ever. Having
been used primarily as a blocking back in years past.
Brooks has added another dimension to Hope's
offense, especially after the 110 yards he picked up
against Alma.
»
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ADRIAN has a tough, defensive ball club, but
the Dutch showed last week what they are capable
of doing against a good defense. Even though this
could be the worst possible jinx that I could put on
the team, I have to go with Hope winning at Adrian.
The first quarter should be scoreless, but Hope
will get it together later in the game. It is Adrian's
homecoming, and this could have some bearing on
the game. Prediction . . . Hope 17-Adrian 6.

'ALL WE SELL IS FUN"
Choose from over 600jackets by Gerry
Sportcaster, Aspen and Innsbruck.
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THE OFFENSIVE line is doing a fantastic job of
opening holes for the backs once again this year.
Without the job they are doing, Hope could not
have two backs gaining over a hundred yards apiece.
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